Adult Nonfiction

Nonfiction

The Pale Faced Lie by David Crow *
Living Resistance by Kaitlin B Curtice *
Native American Almanac by Yvonne Wakim Dennis
A Mind Spread out on the Ground by Alicia Elliott *
Send a Runner by Edison Eskeets
Our History is the Future by Nick Estes *
Birding While Indian by Thomas C. Gannon
Dog Flowers by Danielle Geller
Seven Paths by Good Buffalo Eagle *
Think Indigenous by Doug Good Feather *
Crazy Brave by Joy Harjo
Catching the Light by Joy Harjo
Poet Warrior by Joy Harjo *
Knitting the Fog Claudia D. Hernández *
Carry by Toni Jensen
Held By the Land by Leigh Joseph *
Notable Native People by Adrienne Keene
Braiding Sweetgrass by Robin Wall Kimmerer *
When I Remember I See Red by Frank R. LaPena & Mark Dean Johnson
Heart Berries by Terese Marie Mailhot *
The Journey of Crazy Horse by Joseph Marshall *
An Afro-Indigenous History of the United States by Kyle T. Mays
Peyakow : Reclaiming Cree Dignity by Darrel J. McLeod *

* Available via hoopla or Libby | # Disponible en hoopla, Libby, o la biblioteca
^ Available in CD audiobook
Nonfiction (cont.)

*Popol Vuh: A Sacred Book of the Maya* by Victor Montejo
*Our Voice of Fire* by Brandi Morin
*Thinning Blood* by Leah Myers
*An Indian Among Los Indígenas* by Ursula Pike
*How We Go Home* by Sara Sinclair
*First Nations Version* Translated by Terry M. Wildman
*The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee* by David Treuer
*White Magic* by Elissa Washuta
*Project 562* by Matika Wilbur
*Seeing Red* by Michael John Witgen

**Biography**

*You Don't Have to Say You Love Me* by Sherman Alexie
*Life of Black Hawk, or Ma-ka-tai-me-she-kia-kiak* by Black Hawk

**Cookbooks**

*New Native Kitchen* by Freddie Bitsoie
*The Native Mexican Kitchen* by Rachel Glueck & Noel Morales
*The Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen* by Sean Sherman

**Humor**

*Trixie and Katya’s Guide to Modern Womanhood* by Trixie Mattel & Brian McCook
*Bury My Heart at Chuck E. Cheese’s* by Tiffany Midge

* Available via Hoopla or Libby | # Disponible en Hoopla, Libby, o la biblioteca
^ Available in CD audiobook
Poetry

Snake Poems by Francisco X. Alarcón #
Resistencia: Poems of Protest and Revolution introduction by Julia Alvarez
Postcolonial Love Poem by Natalie Diaz *
An American Sunrise by Joy Harjo *
Weaving Sundown in a Scarlet Light by Joy Harjo
Living Nations, Living Words edited by Joy Harjo
When the Light of the World Was Subdued, Our Songs Came Through
edited by Joy Harjo
The Death of Sitting Bear by N. Scott Momaday *
Eyes Bottle Dark with a Mouthful of Flowers by Jake Skeets *

Libros en Español

Popul Vuh Traducción al español de Michela E. Craveri *
Los sueños de la niña de la montaña by Eufrosina Cruz Mendoza
Colón y otros caníbales by Jack D. Forbes *

* Available via Hoopla or Libby | # Disponible en Hoopla, Libby, o la biblioteca
^ Available in CD audiobook